.In this paper we ask for relations between the sets EP(n,d) and
El(n^d) of extremal elements of the cones P.(n,d) and I(n,d). Notice
that, since our cones are closed (after adding the origin), every element in P(n,d) resp. X(n,d) is a finite sum of elements in EP (n,d) resp. EItn,d). Thus the sets EP(n,d) and EX(n,d) deserve special attention.
Our main result, Theorem 6.1 in §6, is the determination of all pairs (n,ü) such that EI(n,d) is contained in EP(n, In order to obtain the result a general observation turns out to be helpful: a) Let H be an irreducible indefinite form in IR[x.,.
• , ,x ] of degree i n r. Then for any F £ P(n,d) Our "counterexamples" G £ EI(n,d), G £ EP(n,d) are of the form 2 2 G = H F with H a product of irreducible indefinite forms and F an irreducible psd form of some degree e which is not extremal in P(n,e).
Basic counterexamples will be explicitly constructed in §6 for The first half of our paper is devoted to a geometric study of transversal zeros and to the question how far a polynomial is determined by its transversal zeros. We try to do all this on a natural level of generality. This leads us to study the set ]D] of real points of an effective Weil divisor D on a normal algebraic variety X over 3R . But for the applications of the theory of transversal zeros made in §5 and §6 it suffices to consider the case when X is a projecn-1 tive space IP , or -if one wants to study also multiforms -a direct JR product of projective spaces.
We suspect that many of our considerations on transversal zeros are more or less 11 folklore", well known to the experts. However, to our knowledge, no coherent account of this useful theory seems to exist in the literature. Thus we feel that these Proceedings are a good place to explicate the basic facts.
In the whole paper we admit any real closed field R as ground field instead of the field IR of real numbers. Using some standard results from semialgebraic topology, all contained in [DK] and §1 of the present paper, this does not cause additional difficulties. Thus we never need Tarski's principle to transfer elementary statements from K to other real closed fields. § 1
The pure dimensional parts of a semialgebraic set
We start with a variety X over a real closed field R, i.e. a reduced algebraic scheme over R. The set X(R) of rational points of X is a semialgebraic space in the sense of [DK] , and we use freely the language of "semialgebraic topology" developed in that paper. In particular we make use of the dimension theory in [DK, §8] .
Let N be a semialgebraic subset of X (R) . For any point x of N the local dimension dim N of N at x is defined as the infimum of the di-_ _ x mensions of all semialgebraic neighbourhoods of x in N [DK, §13] . We introduce the sets (k =0,1,2,...)
Of course (N). is empty xf k exceeds the dimension d of N. It is clear from [DK, §8] that every I^fN) is a closed subset of N (in the strong topology, as always). We shall need some elementary facts about the sets E^CN) (actually only about Z^(N)), not covered by the
It is trivial to verify this lemma using the theorem that every affine semialgebraic space can be triangulated [DK^] . A more elementary proof, which also gives additional insight, runs as follows. Indeed, X(R) re^ is .pure of dimension n, and X(R) has local dimension at.most n-1 at every singular point which is not contained in the closure o:. X (R) reg §2.
Transversal zeros of algebraic functions
We assume in this section that the variety X over R is irreducible, that the set X(R) of real points is not empty, and that X is regular at every point of X (R) . Then X(R) is an n-dimensional semialgebraic manifold [DK, with n = dim X. We also assume that X is affine, and we denote the ring R[X] of regular functions on X by A. On the space X(R) every f € A takes values in R. We are interested in the zeros and the sign behaviour of the functions f : X(R) -> R.
Definition 2.1. Let L be a subset of X(R) on which f does not vanish everywhere. We say that f is positive semidefinite (resp. positive
In the same way we use the words "negative semidefinite 
We choose a neighbourhood U Q of x on which g is semidefinite. Now f is indefinite on every neighbourhood U c u of x. Thus also fg is indefinite on every such U. This implies that x 6 Z t (fg). Q.e.d.
Corollary 2.7. Assume that A is factorial. Let f be a non zero element of A and let be the decomposition of f into powers of pairwise non associated prime elements p 1 #.-..#P t -/ with u a unit of A Then Z' t (f) is the union of th* sets Z t (p' i ) with e i odd.
e. Proof.
Apply Proposition 2.6 and observe that Z (p. 1 ) is empty if ~ ei t i e i is even and Z t (p. ) = z t (P jL ) if e, is odd.
In the same vein we obtain for the semialgebraic set germ Z. Purely indefinite divisors
We s t i l l assume that X is an irreducible n-dimensional variety over R and that the set X(R) is not empty and contains no singular points of X. But we no longer assume that X is affine. Our terminology from §2 then takes over from functions to effective divisors D > 0 on X, by which we always mean effective Weil divisors. It is clear from Proposition 2.3 in §2 that for every effective divisor D on X the set JD|T is either empty or pure of dimension n-1.
This result can be improved. • " Q.e.d.
We mention" tha't *the theorem "now proved implies a generalization of ,  §4] , cf. also [E] ).
We return to our irreducible variety X over R. 'In this terminology we can say according to Theorem 3 . 4 and Proposition 3 . 6 that for every non zero purely indefinite divisor on X the D | T i-3 pure and full of dimension n-1 in X. We now prove a converse of this statement. Definition 3.10. We call D indefinite (resp. semidefinite, resp. purely indefinite) if D' is indefinite (resp. semidefinite, resp. purely indefinite). We denote by |DJ t the closure of the semialgebraic set |D f | in X(R).
It is evident that all the theorems, propositions and corollaries in this * section, except Corollary 3.5, remain true word by word in the present more general situation. Corollary 3.5 remains true for a normal irreducible variety V over k instead of a regular variety. §4
A remark on semidefinite prime divisors As before let X be an irreducible n-dimensional variety over R such that X(R) is also n-dimensional and contains only normal points.
We regard on X(R) beside the strong topology also the coarser Zariski topology. This is the topology on X ( ii) We may induct on the number of irreducible factors of H and thus assume that H is irreducible. Since F is an extremal sum of/squares F " 2 " " is actually a square L . Now H divides L. We have L = HS with some We again retreat to the case that H is irreducible and indefinite. We can apply the same argument to the sum of squares GH -L and have 2 2 GH -L = H S-with some £ I. We obtain G = L. + S . Since G is ex-
tremal in I this implies L 1 = XG with some constant X £ [0,1] and then 2 2 L = XG H . Thus GH is indeed extremal in Z. Theorem 5.1 is now completely proved.
2
We may ask for which forms F the square F is extremal in I or even in P. By part iii) of Theorem 5.1 the latter is true for any product F of irreducible indefinite forms. We also know from parts i) and ii) of the theorem that
To pursue this question further we may omit in a given form F all irre ducible indefinite factors, according to Theorem 5.1, and assume that F is psd. We have the following partial result. Proof, We may assume that F £ ±G. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: F -G is semidefinite. If F -G would be negative semidefinite 2 2 then also F + G would be negative semidefinite, since F -G > 0. Thus the sum 2F of F-G and F + G would be negative semidefinite, which is 2 Comparison of the sets EP(n,d) and EX(n,d).
Looking again for forms F such that F is extremal in I or even in P it is natural to ask whether every F E E(I) actually lies in E(P).
In case of a positive answer we would know from Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 for any psd form' F that F We see that F is not extremal in I(n,4) . This contradiction proves
Suppose now that F is a form-of deqree 4 in n variables such that
F lies in EI but not in EP. If F would contain an indefinite irreducible factor then taking out this factor we would obtain* a' form G with It is known since Hilbert that P(3,4) =1(3,4), cf. [CL, §6] for an elementary proof in the case R = IR . Thus in thq case n = 3 our form F has to be a sum of squares, but not a square, and we obtain as 2 above a contradiction to the assumption that F is extremal in 1(3,8.).
.We have proved that EI(3,8) is contained in EP(3, 8) .
Assume now that F is a form in 3 variables of degree 5 such that 2 F is extremal in 1(3,10)*. F contains an irreducible factor H of odd deg G <8 we know that G is extremal in P. Thus, again by Theorem 5.1, 2 the form F is extremal in P. We have proved that EI(3,10) is contained in EP(3,10).
This proof works equally well over all real closed fields R, taking into account the rudiments of [DK, §9] . No appeal to Tarski's principle is necessary.
We now have verified all the affirmative answers in the chart above. To get all negative answers it suffices to check that EI(3, 12) is not contained in EP(3,12) and EI(4,8) is not contained in EP(4 / 8).
Indeed, regarding a form F in the variables x^,...,x also as a form in the variables x^ , . . ./X n +-j / it is an easy exercise to prove that We shall now exhibit a form in EI(3,12) which is not extremal in P(3,12). Fortunately a counterexample for-(n,d) = (4,8) can be constructed by similar principles. Thus it will be sufficient to devote our main efforts to the case (n,d) = (3,12).
We start with the ternary sextic o/ x -4 2 ^ 4 2 A 4 2 -222 S (x, y, z) = x y + y z + z x -3x y z in [CL] . This form has seven zeros: (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1), (1,1,1), (-1,1,1)7 (1,-1,1) and (1,1,-1). We shall look at an auxiliary form 2 2 2 2 T(x,y,z). = (x y + y z -z x -xyz) which is chosen in such a way that it vanishes on all zeros of S, except (-1,1,1).
Theorem 6.2. Let f(x,y,z)= S(x,y,z) + T(x,y,z). Then p := f lies in EI(3,12) but not in EP(3,12).
The fact that p is not extremal in P(3,12) will be deduced from an easy lemma (Lemma 1), and follows by the way also from Theorem 5.1. i, while the fact that p is extremal in 1(3,12) will be deduced from a difficult lemma (Lemma 2).
